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About This Game

Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc is a fast-paced anime-themed Strategy Defense game with RPG mechanics based on telling a story
about Mindy Akumori, a weak girl that's currently suffering from amnesia. The story is set in an unknown dimensional world
where Mindy is trapped inside a building. The building contains a Sakura Platform that allows her to teleport to various places

within the dimensional world, called entrances.

In this era, Sakura (aka Cherry Blossoms), are known as magical flowers that give humans the ability to become a Sakura
Contractor, granting them abnormal powers. If the Contractor dies, the Sakura dies. If the Sakura dies, the Contractor dies. Will

Mindy remember her past? Will she survive and make it back to her world alive? Help Mindy and become her savior.

Key Features

A Brand New Innovative Defense System: The characters (Spirits) you summon onto the field are stationary and only
last for a few seconds. You have complete control over each Spirit's target, but they de-summon if an enemy collides
into them.

Strategic Pause: Plan your moves, queue up actions and take all the time you want. No rush. Enjoy the game at your
own pace.

Leveling Up System: A total of 16 Spirits to unlock and level up to 99!

Skill System: A skill tree system with 12 Active and 8 Passive Skills! Change your build and find a build you love!
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An Expandable Shop System: After successfully completing a level, the shop has a chance to permanently unlock an
item! Expand the shop until you've unlocked every single item in the game!

Crafting and Enchanting System: Enchant your gears up to a maximum level of 99! Find Crafting Recipes and Craft
items for all your Spirits!

Survival Mode (End game content): After beating the game, you can test your skills on our endless Survival Mode! A
total of 4 Spirits can be unlocked in this mode. Are you good enough to take on the challenge ahead and unlock all 16
Spirits?

Steam Leaderboards!: Compete against others in ranking and make your friends jealous of how skilled you are. Do
you have what it takes to get your name onto our Insane Mode Leaderboards? (Internet Connection is required for full
functionality of Steam Leaderboards. Steam Leaderboards can be disabled via in-game options.)
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THE CONTROLS. A solidly-made action-Roguelike with tons of customization options for the artistically inclined and/or just
simply obsessive.

Bit pricey, but worth it. Even if you don't bother tinkering with all the fiddly bits, you've still got a very competent dungeon
crawler at its core.. A beautiful atmospheric puzzle game that, without much back-story, throws you head first into the weird
underground world you must escape from. The puzzle design borders on overly-simplistic (I dont even understand why there's
an in-game hint system you can activate) logic puzzles hidden among the lush scenery that changes the deeper into the world you
go. Game mechanics are simple and straight forward: you fly around and pick stuff up. The puzzle aspect uses these mechanics
very well and to their full force. The story is left open to interpretation (just like all good art) and by the time you finish the
game, you emerge with a sense of satisfaction at having completed your quest for freedom (or not, if you chose "the other
path".) Graphics are beautiful, charming and original (where else will you encounter a giant beating heart with a pace-maker
underground?). Gameplay, while short (only took me about 3 hours from beginning to end), feels perfect for an adventure
puzzler. All in all, a great puzzle game that's lacking slightly in replay value but stands out in visuals and atmosphere.. Addicting
at first, but it gets old fast. I wish it had more decor items, but still kept me busy for a while.. Sadly what could have been so
much more remains to be a badly executed Total War ripoff.. Caravan is a game with a very fresh "oriental" setting and some
interesting mechanics which tie naturally into its storytelling approach. This game is what I would call "unique", I haven't played
quite anything like it. It's a bit rough around the edges but worth it very much if you like the setting!. A Heavy Bugged Game
and OpenGL Crashes also on a HighEnd System
without any Support by side of the devisor.
SaveGame Corruption after many spended Hours.
Wobbeling Char and Worldcrashes and complete Systemfreezes with the only solution
of a Hardreset !

DONT INSTALL OR WASTE MONEY !. Early doors review but I like this game. Seems a bit disappointing that a lot of the
other reviewers don't seem to have grasped that the game has multiple endings and whether you want your paper to be the loyal
government mouthpiece, the journal that sparked revolution or simply be a voice giving a balanced view upon events is up to
you to decide. It's interesting and different.
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Alright for a free game, but the controls for the uploading minigame need to be fixed. Sometimes when I change direction the
controls jam and the character doesn't go anywhere.. Love the concept. Fun to play and lets not forget about the mods :p. 100%
Asset Flip from the Unity Store with absolutely no effort put into making it more complete or better in any way. Feels
unfinished, feels barebones, because that's exactly what it is, just a foundation for a game being sold "as is" flipped into a game
here by the lazy and corrupt developer RewindApp.

Here's the source of what this developer just purchased on Unity, changed the name of, and is selling as a complete game: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/packs\/apocalypse-survival-complete-project-117998

My First Play Impressions Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gHQ3WMW1wrk

I can't tell you how to spend your money, but please don't support asset flippers like RewindApp who do NO WORK themselves
and just flip other peoples work here for a quick profit.

. I have like 5 or 6 VR baseball games and I rate this #3 behind Baseball Kings and dream match baseball.

Upon booting this game my expectations were low, it's a bit rough looking at first but the gameplay is actually good. It's a
sandbox baseball game with progression motivating you to do better to unlock new levels. Hitting feels satisfying maybe more
than any other baseball game I have. Pitches aren't actual speed those they either lob them over the plate or you hit it off the tee.

Fielding is fun too and could almost replace All Star Fielding challenge if you could catch grounders.. Fun little cartoon game.
DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR CHILDHOOD
WAS IT AMAZING
THIS GAME WILL MAKE YOUR CURRENT CHILDHOOD GOOD
PROMISE. Play style of this game is much similar to hearth stone.

It is good and bad things both this game is having.
But there are some points why Shadowverse is better than HS.

I played a little initial version of MTG by single playing game version almost 10 years ago and I am experienced Yugioh for
years. I played HS in open beta season and blackrock season. But I didn't played HS long time and didn't pay my money for that
because it isn't worthy for that. But Shadowverse isn't. Although it is phone based game and contents are smaller than HS, basic
systems are showing more completeness.

1) Optimization on battle system\/sequence by "evolution"

Basic battle system and aim for this game is differed by this evol point.
Play time is much short and battle details are more flexible in situations.
It is not the perfect answer for boring and non-flexible HS style combat system but it can be estimated as one of the simplest
answer for that.
Only addition of this evol system is making more various fun situations.
It is good pros of this game with 2)

2) more flexible and decent special talents of cards (relatively not-restricted special rules)

If you compare special abilities of cards in SV, you could feel it's texted abilities are more strong or more flexible.
Yeah I agree there are also many dull cards but standard gaps between skill powers against HS are much larger.
It reminds me card skilles shown in MTG. So flexibility of situations are larger than HS.
It could be one of the bad point in HS, not good point of SV. But at least I think flexibility of SV is good enough to play fun.

As I said in 1) and 2), rule and vision of this game is watching is much better than HS. That's right thing and it release my
complains from HS.
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3) SV gives more chance to get card or packs. So if you are no-pay player, you don't have to get pain from inner conflict for
money. I think it's just a personal matter but you know, just try this game whatever you are gonna leave or not.

But also it has various cons too.

1) Because the origin of this game is phone game base, some points of UI is not comfortable.
If I want to see large size card image, I must click many times to get it from 'cards' tap. If I am playing vs match or I am in deck
maker tap, I cannot see them in full size. Actually it is not critical point but bad thing is bad thing.

2) You know, I like this game and like beutiful images too but... otaku or whatever... people say like it.
I wish there would be various card images covering various spectrum of artistic styles.
THERE ARE TOO MANY GIRLS BRO. I AM NOT A GAY But I want more MAN images.
My favorite card is Ice blade warfiend in vamp.
I understand. They made idol master or other games and they had success from them.
But I wish Cygames understand that sexuality is not the only sales point of this game.

3) You can get high value cards easily but gaps between high value cards vs bronze are very big.

They are also good bronze cards but very many cards are useless. They are not useless only in higher rank games but also useless
in initial decks for newbies. It's not that big problem and other games have similar issues too. Also difficulty to get gold or
legendary in SV is not that harsh. But the bad thing is bad thing.

Because there are too many useless cards in low valued bronze cards, deck making choices are very restricted. Though the game
is started recently and it's initial state of the game, core\/good cards and trash cards are extremely classified. This phenomenon
is shown less in gold and legendary. But for core sets or cards are restricted, some leader has little option for making various
decks. I think It is one of the most important issue SV is facing now.
Yeah just let's see what would come in next season.

4) Though the rules are much better than HS as I said above, those are not perfect and having balance issues too.

winrate between 1st turn and 2nd turn is very different in various decks and too much OP decks are hard to play against. It is
also related to problem 3).
If someone is having fullset of 1 tier deck and the opponent is not having key card to counter or finish enemy, it is very clear to
win in match. In my country, It is called as like that "they just play game alone watching wall". If you have OTK decks or Full-
defense and seraph special win decks, there is very little interactions against opponent and decision making situations.

5) Lack of national voice support.

In steam version, only ENG version of text and voice sounds are supported.
I wish to hear it as Jap version or KOR version because I'm korean.
Those voices I can hear them in twitch streams are charming but absence of those language and voice support is very big
disadvantage of steam users.
I really want them all can be used. At least, I wish cygames make make available it in creative forums because there are
unofficial kor version patch.
I can update it not officially but if it would be possible in steam itself, it would be more helpful to me and I also want to hear Jap
voices too.
I think it is not that hard and wish to be done.

One more I want to emphasize is the balance issue. As many people are blaming this point, some of decks are very annoying and
disgusting to play against. It is not different from "difficult". 1~2 tier decks usually and strongly counter very broad spectrum of
"normal" decks.
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Also most of high tier decks are too much strong in draw plays. Even OTK elf is very fast and have strong draw ability. Wall
deck Bishop, Tempo WITCH are also drastically strong at just drawing and keeping cards.

The balance problem is making this game worse and worse.. I like this game it was enjoyable and kept my attention for several
hours at a time!
Would recomend to anyone who want a mindless rts game with a twist!

THE BRAND NEW DEMO IS OUT!:

Howdy!

The wait is now finally over - the brand new demo is out and available for a download! Since October, we had some issues with
some of the models, but in the end it turned out to be a very positive thing, because it allowed us to upgrade the old monster
models and spend more time on polishing the game and implementing some of your most requested features and feedback.
There are a lot of new cool things for you to explore as well as a few, potentially unexpected surprises that are lurking in the
shadows...

Along with the new demo, we're launching a Kicstarter page for the game! If you really like what we're doing and would like to
support us in some way, then this is definitely the best way to do so. Not only will you help the game to reach more of its
potential and help us to develop it, but you'll also get some cool rewards in return for pledging your support.

You can check out our Kickstarter page here - https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/903543368/try-to-fall-asleep-indie-horror-
game

Thank you for stopping by and checking out our game. We love the work that we've done so far and we hope that you'll like it
too! If it's not too big of a hassle, then please share this game around and help us to build a fantastic fan base. We need all the
support that we can get!

Sincerely,

The AmberDrop team.  1.1.26 BETA:
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- new: endless mode: occasional Domina battle challenge against a small group of attackers

- new: occasional to-the-death challenges for highest ranked gladiator in ludus

- fixed: AI often went roll happy if it had heavy weapon and chronic low stamina (if it couldn't get a decent hit, instead of
blocking or moving away, it would roll excessively, defeating the purpose of conserving stamina?!). 
《樱之杜净梦者2》现已发售，前作即将开展特卖！:

《樱之杜†净梦者 2》国际中文版现已发售！首周特惠价57元！传送门：https://store.steampowered.com/app/983150

《樱之杜净梦者1》从明日起也将开展为期一周的特卖活动！传送门：
https://store.steampowered.com/app/749520/

本作是日本老牌美少女游戏厂商MOONSTONE（月石社）于2017年发售的作品。为荣获萌系游戏大赏悬疑作品金奖的作品《樱之杜†净梦者》的正统续作。游戏剧情采用了双线叙事
模式，同时讲述了圆香避开杀身之祸与主人公展开恋爱发展的平行时空故事以及在前作的时空下后续发生的主人公所在的樱之杜净梦者组织所遭遇的新奇事件。是一款前作玩家不可错过的精彩续
作。

以下为本作相关的常见QA：

Q：本作有秋津圆香的个人路线吗？
A：有！有！有！

Q：如何切换游戏中的简繁版本？
A：在游戏库列表中找到『Sakura no Mori † Dreamers
2』，单击鼠标右键，在弹出菜单中选择『属性』，在新的窗口中选择『语言』选项卡，即可在简体中文版、繁体中文版之间进行切换。

Q：能否提供一份游戏攻略？
由于本作双线切换的剧本设定，游戏中出现的选择分支并不会对游戏结局产生影响。因此本作并不需要游戏攻略，遇到选择分支只要听从自己的内心做出选择就好啦！

Q：获取本作追加游戏内容的渠道是？
A：请关注MOONSTONE的官方推特及官网以获取更多信息。应该很快会就有好消息~

Q：如果希望与同好交流游戏中取得的快感该怎么办？
A：请加入我们推出官方粉丝QQ群，群号是683682846。. Minor Lobby Fixes and News Bulletin (1.0.0-3368111):
In Version 1.0.0-3368111 we added a news bulletin in the main menu and did some minor fixing in the lobby:

 We fixed some issues with text style

 You can use gestures now (tap or double-tap the D-pad)

 You can use the dash now

as we said: minor!

So if you feel, your time has been wasted, enjoy this little web-generated poem:

My love for Upbreakers is so great,
my heart melts for it 'til the dusk of day.
The night downloads when it's away,
waste, update 'til day's dawn.

Its beauty is great,
Wondering mind 'til it sees,
wait is all I do,
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While waiting for the moment, for it to say "I do.". HotFix 1.5.1.11258:

Hello Players,. Update 1.01.13, Updated Engine, Act 2 News and Dev Notes:
  Hi everyone! Excited to announce we have updated our game from Unreal Engine 4.10.4 to version 4.18.1, this is a small
milestone for our project as it allows us to utilize over two years worth of updates to the Unreal Engine. We hope this may solve
some start-up and optimization issues players have been having throughout our development as we prepare to release Act 2
content in the last days of December. While progress on Wormhole City Act 2 has been turbulent and plagued with dead SSD
drives and personal obstacles, we hope you enjoy what we have of the content we release before the new year. If you would like
to take a closer look at our development please don't hesitate to talk with us through Twitch[www.twitch.tv] and Twitter. Thank
you all so much and we'll get back to grinding!. Maintenance for October 9th:
Weekly Maintenance will be at approximately 12:00 PM EDT. We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.. 
Multiplayer hotfix deployed:
Hey folks - we just deployed a hotfix to address an issue where multiplayer games were going out of sync very quickly. Make
sure you've updated to 0.3.20180625 to get the fix. Sorry for your multiplayer being broken!. Supreme Ruler Ultimate
Update 9.0.19 Released:
Season's Greetings and Merry Christmas from the BattleGoat Studios Team!

Here are the changes in the latest update:

Version 9.0.19

 "No Sphere" lobby option added to Scenario / Engine support

 Resolved compiler optimization issues: Air Transport bug & Merge Crash

 More leaders for modern maps

 User Interface fixes

 Cold War events expanded
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 Other events added/fixed

 3 new tank equipment meshes

 Conditional Event changes and additions

 Global Crisis Sandbox events added

 Tech Tree additions - buildings now change through 3 eras, not just 2.

 Minor optimization improvements

 Resolved rare crash when zoomed in to top of map north/west of Alaska

 Map fixes

 Order of Battle / Equipment Fixes

 Strategic Targeting fixes for minor regions

 Corrected Victory Condition filtering/functions to match maps
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